MAGNETIC REAR SEAT HEADREST MOUNT
for all iPads and tablets

FEATURES
• Installs in minutes --no tools required
• 360° swivel mount
• Mounting arm section features ball-joint adjustment and quick-release to easily install or remove holder assembly from headrest mounting base
• High strength design and construction

PARTS INCLUDED
(1) Magnetic mount
(1) Mounting arm
(1) Headrest-mount base unit
(1) Small metal plate
(1) XL plate

MAGICMOUNT™ XL
MAGNETIC MOUNT
Caution: This magnetic mount is not a toy. The small magnets are harmful if swallowed. Keep away from children.

ATTACHING AND REMOVING THE MAGNETIC MOUNT
Press down on the quick release lever and pull the mount up to release it. Reinsert to reattach the mount to the mounting arm and listen for a click to ensure it is secured.

HEADREST MOUNTING BASE INSTALLATION
1. Option A: Carefully remove the headrest from the seat as shown. Place the MAGICMOUNT XL base on the top of the seat so the slots line up directly over the hole for the vehicle's headrest post. Reinstall the headrest as shown.
   Option B: Do not remove the headrest. Loosen and remove the clamping knobs on the base unit. Position the two halves of the base on either side of the headrest posts, and reassemble the base around the posts as shown.
2. Tighten the two clamping knobs (turn clockwise) on the base.
3. Insert the mounting arm until a click is heard.
4. To remove the mounting arm for storage when not in use, press the release button as shown.
MOUNTING THE METAL PLATE

OPTION 1 (small or XL plate):
Attach adhesive side of metal plate directly to back of device.

OPTION 2
(small or XL plate):
Attach adhesive side of metal plate directly to back of case.

OPTION 3
(XL plate only):
Attach adhesive side of metal plate to interior of case, between device and inside of case. Plate will adhere to magnetic mount through rear panel of case.

NOTE: If choosing not to attach the metal plate to the device or case, please leave the adhesive backing in place. Position the plate between the device and interior of case with the metal surface facing the case.

REMOTING THE METAL PLATE
Use a thin plastic card to carefully lift the plate’s adhesive surface from the mounting surface. Slowly lift up and remove the plate.

ATTACH DEVICE TO MAGNETIC MOUNT

HOLDER ANGLE ADJUSTMENT:
Loosen the adjusting collar to rotate or angle the holder. The MAGICMOUNT XL can be rotated 360° for landscape or portrait viewing.

LIMITED WARRANTY

Scosche Industries Inc. warrants this product to be free from defects in material and workmanship for a period of 1 year from date of purchase. This warranty does not cover any damage caused by misuse, abuse, alteration, accident, or acts of God. This warranty does not apply to products which have been damaged by water or other liquids, or which have been damaged by unauthorized repairs.

In no event shall Scosche Industries, Inc. be responsible for claims beyond the replacement value of the defective product, or in any way liable or responsible for consequential or incidental damages. No warranty is offered to the original purchaser of the product on behalf of any other warranty provider.

Our total liability in respect of this Warranty is limited to the replacement of the product. This Warranty is offered to the original purchaser of the product only. This Warranty does not apply to products which have been damaged by water or other liquids, or which have been damaged by unauthorized repairs.

Any claim made under this warranty must be made by contacting Scosche Industries. Scosche will then put you in touch with the closest company to you that will cover warranties. Any Returns of defective product will be sent at your expense, to be exchanged for a replacement.

This Warranty against Defects is provided in addition to other rights and remedies that you may have at law. Our goods come with guarantees that cannot be excluded under the Australian Consumer Law. You are entitled to a replacement or refund for a major failure and for compensation for any reasonably foreseeable loss or damage. You are also entitled to have the goods repaired or replaced if the goods fail to be of acceptable quality and the failure does not amount to major failure.